MEMBER MEETINGS & ELECTIONS
FAST, ACCURATE AND SECURE TECHNOLOGY THAT WILL STREAMLINE
YOUR MEMBER MEETINGS AND ELECTIONS.
EFFICIENT
Maximize efﬁciency and simplify your next conference or House of Delegates meeting process with a paperless
device that allows democratic microphone queuing, instant resolution and election voting. Reduce the time and
number of on-site staff it takes to collate, calculate and present the results of a paper ballot or show of hands.

CLEAR & ACCURATE REPORTING
A full audit trail of identiﬁed voting activity is instantly available, enabling the entire process to undergo detailed
scrutiny, affording your organization greater transparency.

INSTANTANEOUS
Real time, instantaneous results will speed up the entire voting process, no matter the size or complexity of your
election protocols. This grants more time for members to interact and debate important issues.

EASY-TO-USE
Lumi offers a user friendly device that provides attendees with on screen feedback. The system uses state of the art
voting keypads to capture delegates’ votes and instantly display the results, giving delegates the best opportunity to
express their views on key issues. A microphone built into the keypad along with our queuing software also provides
a platform for delegates to join a line and to speak in turn.

SCALABLE & SECURE
Whether you are having a 10 person board meeting or a 10,000 person national election, Lumi’s Member Meeting &
Election Solution is your answer for any size meeting or event. Our unique, encrypted technology has been proven
100% secure and accurate.

lumiinsight.com

MEMBER MEETINGS & ELECTIONS
1. REGISTRATION
A smartcard is issued to each meeting attendee containing a reference number
or their name. No conﬁdential information is stored on the card, so if it is lost,
it can easily be replaced. This method of registration allows attendance to be
tracked easily, affording greater accountability.

2. RESOLUTION VOTING
The keypad provides immediate on-screen feedback giving voters the security
of knowing their vote has been counted. Results can then be displayed
instantly on the screen with the option of showing abstentions.

3. ELECTIONS
The system is customizable to meet your organization’s protocols and can
easily accommodate complex election requirements for large or small
organizations. Voting privileges can be given to speciﬁc individuals
dependant on election criteria and occur simultaneously at remote sites.

4. MANAGE AUDIENCE
Every keypad contains a microphone. Our microphone queuing solution
indicates the participants who want to speak (and if desired, whether they are
‘for ’or ‘against’ the motion) putting the chairperson ﬁrmly in control and thus
maximizing debate time. In order to be fair and democratic, the queue is
accessible to everyone and can be operated on a ﬁrst-come, ﬁrst-served basis.

5. REPORTS & AUDITING
Various reports and an audit trail are produced automatically, giving a full
and transparent record of the event.

6. SURVEY & ANALYSIS
Give your members a chance to communicate views and opinions, without
peer pressure, via voting and texting.
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